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Abstract Massive set of data having data sets that may be structured, semi-structured or unstructured make data 

mining difficult. Thus, it is problematic to discover and extract hidden patterns from the large databases. In this 

paper, Two Dimensional Transaction Reduction (TDTR) method has been applied as a technique for frequent 

itemset mining on large transactional databases. The approach applieduses row reduction and column reduction 

methods to mine the frequent itemsets. This method reduced the number of transactions.  However, transactions 

that do not contain any frequent itemset were discarded and not considered for further database scan. The 

method counted the number of items in each transaction and removed transactions having count less than 

minimum support. System was implemented in python programming language. Results showed that scanning 

time and execution time of finding frequent items in the large transaction dataset was minimized. 
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Introduction 

Data Mining is the extraction of hidden information from large databases. It is also known as Knowledge 

Discovery in Databases (KDD) which in recent times is applied using new techniques that help industries to 

focus on the essential information from the data bases [1]. 

Data mining tools allow industries to generate knowledge-driven decisions by applying techniques that can be 

used to generate new software using existing resources to produce an efficient product for the society. Liu et al 

[2] proposed p-value (via Pearson’s 2 test). This does a statistical selection of association rules that are 

significant. By this test, a correlation between a rule’s antecedent and consequent (left and right terms) is said to 

exist if the p-value is low. In their work, they derived an exploration framework where rules are grouped by 

consequent, then traversed by progressively adding items to the antecedent. The derived framework provides 

hints to help the user to guess how each additional item would make a difference. Implementing this on large 

data sets raises resource issues because the whole dataset should be held in memory during the exploration by 

the system and each step may take a lot of time to meet the requirements of applications that are interactive. 

Data mining tools can analyze the massive databases. With the current progress in science and technology, user 

habits, and businesses, a massive quantity of data is being produced and stored. Therefore, effective analysis of 

these large volumes of data generated has become more significant for both businesses and academics. Frequent 

Itemset Mining is an important data analysis and mining method with the task of retrieving interesting 

information from large databases on the basis of the frequency of occurrence of items in the data; an event or a 

set of events, with respect to a user-specified minimum frequency threshold [3]. The amount of data kept in 

computer databases is growing at an extraordinary rate. At the same time, the users are expecting more 

sophisticated information from them. Many techniques have been designed to extract databases depending on 

the frequency of events, such as FP-Growth and Apriori algorithm. Apriori algorithm is one such scheme, where 

frequency accumulation is done by reading the dataset iteratively for each size of the candidate itemsets [4]. 

Unfortunately, the extremely large memory required for managing the large number of candidate itemsets makes 
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the Apriori-based schemes incompetent to be applied on single machines. New techniques were developed to 

keep both output and run time under control. This is achieved by incrementing the minimum threshold 

frequency which in turn reduces the number of candidate and frequent itemsets. But according to research on 

recommendation systems, itemsets with lower frequencies are more desirable [5]. Although these methods work 

well in practice for archetypal datasets, they are not suitable for extremely large data. Therefore, applying 

Frequent Itemset Mining to large databases is difficult. Because very large databases are not generally stored in 

main memory. This research aims to find frequent itemset mining on large transactional databases using two-

dimensional transaction reduction method. 

 

2. Related Literature 

Data mining is an area of research that deals with automatic discovery of patterns that are very useful and easy 

to understand. These patterns are usually from large data sets [6]. The four common groups of data mining tasks 

include the following: classification, cluster analysis, anomaly detection, and pattern mining. Classification 

deals with the assigning of observations from the data set to target categories, or classes. The aim is to 

accurately predict the target class for each observation. In cluster analysis, data is analyzed to extract groups of 

closely related observations in such a way that observations that belong to the same cluster are more similar to 

each other than observations that belong to other clusters. Anomaly detection is a data mining task which has to 

do with identifying observations whose characteristics are significantly different from the rest of the data.  

In frequent pattern mining, a database in which an association rule is to be found is viewed as a set of tuples or 

records, where each tuple contains a set of items and each item represents an item purchased at a moment. 

Ahmed and Karypis [7] proposed algorithms for mining the evolution of conserved relational states in dynamic 

networks. That is the extraction of maximal non-redundant evolution paths among Induced Relational States 

(IRS). An induced relational set is a time-conserved set of relations among a fixed set of vertices. More 

formally, it is a tuple Si = (Vi; si :ei) where Vi is the set of vertices of the induced subgraph that persists from 

snapshot Gsi to Gei; where vertices are the same and edges are conserved on each timestamp. Then an evolving 

induced relational state identifies a sequence of time-persistent relational patterns. For instance, in a social 

network, a pattern could describe the evolution of a group of friends, however, instead of the previous methods, 

Evolving Induced Relational States (EIRSs) identify stable groups of friends over a set of time and detect 

evolutions between these stable states. 

Parthasarathy et al [8] proposed a progressively sampling method for association rules. It identifies the classes 

that represent the similarity values from the original database. This method reduces the overhead of progressive 

sampling. 

Robardet [9] proposed constraint-based pattern mining in dynamic graphs. “To extract evolving patterns over a 

time series of graphs; dense subgraphs are extracted separately on each timestamp and associated to study their 

evolution. For instance, in a dynamic social network, patterns could describe the evolution of groups of friends 

as the apparition of new persons in the groups. Subgraphs are considered as interesting if they are pseudo-

clique; they have a high density of edges”.  

Lakshmanan et al [10] did a work on the integration of constraints on itemsets in mining, considering 

conjunctions of conditions on itemsets. They presented “CAP” algorithm, this is a technique that allows itemsets 

that do not satisfy the query to be generated and tested. The algorithms implement a rule-query by separately 

mining for possible heads and for possible bodies. A further study was carried out by Pei et al [11] and 

employed within the FP-growth algorithm. 

Jaroszewicz and Simovici [12] proposed a technique for pruning itemsets and it is based on background 

knowledge represented by a Bayesian network. The interestingness of an itemset is defined as the absolute 

difference between its supports estimated from data and from the Bayesian network. 

 

3. Two Dimensional Transaction Reduction (TDTR) 

This method deletes infrequent items and reduces the number of transactions for further database scans; It 

reduces the scanning time and execution time, in finding frequent item sets. The main idea of frequent pattern 

mining algorithm is that any subset of a frequent item set is a frequent item set and any superset of an infrequent 
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item set is an infrequent item set. For example, transaction database consists of table id and items as shown in 

Table 1.  
Table 1: Transaction Table 

TRANSACTION ITEM SET 

T1 GSN 

T2 B 

T3 F 

T4 GN 

T5 AG 

T6 AEG 

“An item set is said to be frequent if its support is greater than a given threshold σ, which is called minimum 

support” [13].  

Minimum support is 50%. Support can be obtained as follows: 

𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 =
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚  𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡

100
∗ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛      (1) 

𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 =
50

100
∗ 4 = 2 

Thus, minimum support count = 2 

Count is used to find the number of items in each transaction record as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Candidate D1 

Transaction Itemset Count 1 

T1 GSN 3 

T2 B 1 

T3 F 1 

T4 GN 2 

T5 AG 2 

T6 AEG 3 

 

T1 consists of three items, T2 has one item, T3 has one item, T4 has two items, T5 has two items and T6 has three 

items.  

Remove the transaction having count1 ≤ minsup from the Database D and call it as D1 which is a reduced 

database as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Transaction Reduction after Removing the Transactions 

Transaction Itemset Count 2 

T1 GSN 3 

T4 GN 2 

T5 AG 2 

T6 AEG 3 

T2 and T3 are removed from database since the count is less than minimum support. The items with minimum 

support are represented in Table 4. 

Table 4: D1 with the Count of Items 

Transaction A E G N S 

T1 0 0 1 1 1 

T4 0 0 1 1 0 

T5 1 0 1 0 0 

T6 1 1 1 0 0 

Count 1 2 1 4 2 1 

 

From D1, count the number of transactions for each item as count2.If the count of each item count2 is less than 

minimum support, then remove that item from the Database (D1). The transaction is reduced to items that meet 

the minimum support count as shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Reduced Transaction (D2) 

TRANSACTION A G N 

T1 0 1 1 

T4 0 1 1 

T5 1 1 0 

T6 1 1 0 

COUNT 2 2 4 2 

Item E and S did not meet the minimum requirement of support and are removed from transaction records. 

Thus, Item {A}, {G} and {N} satisfied the minimum support, From the reduced database D1 the frequent 

itemsets are extracted using association rule.  

 

3.1. Association Rule  

An association rule can be represented as follows X->Y, where X and Y belong to candidate set D, and D= {d1, 

d2....dn} is a set of n items belonging to a retail store. In the rule X->Y, the itemset on left hand side (X) of the 

rule is called antecedent of the rule and itemset on righthand side (Y) of the rule is called consequent. The task 

in association rule is to find the relationship between the items in the rule. For example, Perfume Gucci 

Guilty implies that customer bought perfume called smart. 

Table 6 consists of frequent repeating item based on the minimum support count obtained in equation 1. The 

items that do not meet the minimum support count are pruned. 

Table 6: Frequently Repeat Item using Minimum Support (1) 

Items Support 

{A} 2 

{G} 4 

{N} 2 

Table 6 shows single items and their support value. Table 7 consists of candidate with the minimum support 

count, item set in group of two. Item in the candidate B is grouped only with the items that come after it. 

Table 7: Candidate B 

Items Support 

{A, G} 2 

{G,N} 2 

{A,N} 0 

Here, items are paired to evaluate the support value. The pairs {A, G} and {G, N} satisfied minimum support 

count of 2, so they are frequent. But {A, N} did not meet the minimum support, it implies not frequent.  Items 

with the minimum support count left are found in Table 8. 

Table 8: Frequently Repeat Item using Minimum Support (2) 

Items Support 

{A, G} 2 

{G,N} 2 

The key transaction is {A, G} and {G, N}. These candidates satisfy the minimum support of 2. 

Minimum confidence is 50%. Confidence is obtained as follows: 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡

𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑜𝑓  𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚
        (2) 

Table 9: Association 

Association Rules Support Confidence Confidence % 

A  G 2 1 100% 

G  A 2 0.5 50% 

G  N 2 0.5 50% 

N  G 2 1 100% 

𝐴 → 𝐺 =
2

2
= 1 

𝐺 → 𝐴 =
2

4
= 0.5 
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𝐺 → 𝑁 =
2

4
= 0.5 

𝑁 → 𝐺 =
2

2
= 1 

Rules: 

A  G 

G  A 

G  N 

N  A 

4. Results and Discussion 

The performance evaluation for Two Dimensional Transaction Reduction (TDTR) algorithm has been obtained 

via efficiency. Efficiency determines the time taken to generate the association rules for support measure. The 

TDTR has used 50% support measure as depicted in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Performance Measure 

The system has applied Two Dimensional Transaction Reduction (TDTR) method by applying row and column 

reduction to obtain frequent and most frequent purchases made from large retail transactions. By comparison, 

Apriori algorithm was slower than TDTR as shown in Table 10, we observed that Apriori takes more amount of 

time to process data in mining the frequent itemsets. Both algorithms were implemented and different sales 

transaction data sets were used to view the behavior of the algorithms on their run time. 

Table 10: Comparison 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of Transactions Support                                Models 

TDTR (Runtime) Apriori (Runtime) 

5000 2500 0.200 0.334 

7550 3775 0.305 0.492 

36440 18220 1.146 2.362 

60700 30350 2.354 3.806 
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The comparison run time of TDTR and Apriori is depicted in Figure 2. The TDTR takes less execution time 

when comparing with the Apriori algorithm. It takes less time to generate association rules for increasing 

confidence values. 

 
Figure 2: Comparison of Execution Time in seconds by TDTR and Apriori Algorithms with Support Count of 

50%. 

5. Conclusion 

Two Dimensional Transaction Reduction (TDTR) has been used by applying row reduction and column 

reduction method. This method reduces the number of transactions by deleting transactions that do not contain 

any frequent itemset. Such transactions will not be required for further database scans. The method finds the 

count of number of items in each transaction and removes transactions having count less than minimum support. 

However, from the database the frequent item sets are extracted using association rules. Transaction reduction 

increases the performance of finding the frequent itemsets. 
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